


TV functionality is really growing these days 
though watching movies, TV shows and videos 
remains dominant.

TV Evolution

Typical games available on Smart TVs and media 
players are not very popular. It’s much more 
convenient to play them on smartphones, tablets and 
computers.

What games are perfect to play with friends and family in front 
of a big screen?


Party games, interactive quizzes and detective games.




Games and Interactive 
Entertainment Market


These formats also successfully 
exist in the digital form.

100 000 hours are played on 
BoardGameArena daily.

The Tabletopia project already has 
more than 2 000 licensed games.

In 2020, 200 million people played the 
Jackbox Party, the closest alternative to 
PARTYStation.


US witnessed a boom  in the emerging  
market of quiz games despite restrictions  
due to COVID-19, total revenue in the Trivia 
Games segment is projected to reach US 
$103.80m in 2022

The board game market is valued at $15 billion and is 
growing by 20% annually. About 750 million board 
games are sold every year, the average price being $20 
per game. Party game hits sell millions of copies which 
makes them the most successful on the market.



What is PARTYstation?


Get together in 
front of the TV


Scan the QR code 
to sync with your 

smartphone

You’re ready to 
start the party!

If you’re playing together as one team, you can play some  
of the games (for example, interactive trivia games) using  
only one smartphone. Using several devices at the same time  
(up to 6), you can play Werewolf and other competitive games.  


The players see the game process, receive tasks, and keep track 
of the score on the big screen. The TV fills the room with color 
and sound for an immersive gaming experience.


Available on platforms : SMART  
TV

Each smartphone acts as a game controller: it 
helps you to choose the correct answers, 
control events on the big screen, receive secret 
game information and use additional features 
such as sound input, gyroscope, and more.




Game Catalog

The best party games from around the world 
(official licenses).


Exciting quizzes from 
leading  studios.


Own game portfolio and experienced team  
for development and adaptation to digital format.
We don’t only adapt famous hits, but we also create new 
unique products. 


Our games and their modifications can be used in any 
occasion:

• crazy parties with friends

• warm family gatherings

• educational activities for children and their parents

• relaxing pastime for couples as well as solo options


Brain Battle



Our goal is to become the center of home entertainment along 
with watching movies and other popular hobbies.


PARTYstation is a Platform
Our technical solution allows the editorial staff to introduce  
new gaming products into the system without any programming 
skills.

For now it’s done only by the project's own resources, but  
in the future, our partners will also have access to the system:

• game studios

• quiz producers

• creative teams



This will quickly fill the catalog with hundreds of entertainment 
products and stimulate regular use, covering the needs  
for games and the biggest audience possible.

Our goal is to become the center of home entertainment  
along with watching movies and other popular hobbies.




Possible formats:
 a stand alone product
 a gaming section within a larger catalog of entertainment content





Benefits for the partner:

 additional monetization channel
 improvement of target metrics (LTV, CAC, etc.)
 attracting new customers (tons of party game and quiz lovers + a 

great viral component)
 increasing the service value for customers as a whole is a competitive 

advantage 


Monetization

Availability of own billing + possibility of integration with the partner’s 
billing.



Frequent additions to the content and a catalog that contains hundreds 
of products will allow us to use a hybrid monetization model.

 a small, regularly updated part of free content
 an opportunity to buy separate quizzes and games
 a subscription to the game catalog (partial and full)

PARTYstation platform integration


Movies

TV

TV shows

Sports

Games



The Team


PARTYstation.tv

PARTYstation's unique expertise combines technology, game 
development process, creation, licensing and publishing of party 
games.


info@partystation.tv

Timofey Bokarev

is one of the pioneers of online advertising in Russia, the 
founder of the Promo Interactive agency at Next Media Group, 
Tabletopia platform, Tesera portal, Igrologia studio. He is the 
most commercially successful party game creator in Eastern 
Europe.


Valery Komyagin

is an IT entrepreneur with 25 years of 
experience. He is the founder of the Komyagin 
Studio IT company, the TOP SPOTS internet 
marketing agency and the SEObrain.ru web 
service. 

Dmitry Kibkalo

is the founder of the Mosigra chain of stores, the 
Meteor school chain. He is one of the most 
commercially successful board game creators  
in Eastern Europe.

Sergey Filippov

is a co-founder of the IT company Studio 
Komyagina, an expert in the field of web 
engineering with 20 years of experience. He was 
in charge of the development of large projects 
for leading international customers.


Yuri Chepulyanets

managed the launch of technically complex 
projects in the areas of VR simulators, multimedia 
installations for large international customers.


_MOSIGRA_

Valery  
Komyagin 's  
Studio
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